Insider secrets of surplus and auctions.

Our usual reminder here that the Resource Bin is now a two-way column. You can get tech help, consultant referrals and off-the-wall networking on nearly any electronic, tinaja questing, personal publishing, money machine, or computer topic by calling me at (520) 428-4073 weekdays 8-5 Mountain Standard Time.

I’m now in the process of setting up my new Guru’s Lair web site you will find at (where else?) www.tinaja.com This is the place you’ll go for instant tech answers. Among the many files in our library, you will find complete reprint sets for all of the Resource Bin and other columns. Plus a brand new Research InfoPack Service.

You will get the best results if you have both Netscape Communicator and Acrobat Reader 3.0 installed.

Auctions & Surplus

With cold war meltdown, industry downsizing, research reductions, and revolutionary new electronics, there’s literally tons of vintage electronic test equipment and used computers now going begging. Even at a tiny fraction of their original costs.

There is clearly a glut on the used electronics market. Fewer and fewer people seem willing to spend the time and effort to learn how to solder. Let alone learning, using, and profiting from personal electronic research.

Opporknockity tunes but once.

On the one hand, surplus is surplus because somebody does not want it anymore or there is something wrong with it. Old test gear does tend to be bulky and heavy, and some key parts might no longer exist. Manuals and schematics can get hard to find and might even end up costing more than the gear itself.

Then again, surplus is a great way to build up a lab or even start up your own tech venture.

For pennies on the dollar.

And a buck might be made buying low and selling high...

- If you are in the right place at the right time.
- If you know your product.
- If you have low cost storage.
- If you never pay more than six cents on the dollar.
- If you can locate online storefront, or direct mail buyers with minimal ad costs.
- If you deal in just the right quantities.
- If you stay lean and mean.
- If nobody else tries exactly the same stunt at the same time.

And most especially...

- If the shipping charges and repairs don’t eat you alive.

The obvious starting point for most anything involving electronic surplus is right here in Nuts & Volts. Beyond these pages, though, you might find what follows to be of interest...

Hamfests

The real gold mine for all electronic bargains is right where it always was: at a local hamfest. These are simply electronic flea market and tailgating parties put on by some local amateur radio club. There are many hundreds of these yearly, ranging from a few locals getting together up to the huge yearly blowout in Dayton, Ohio.

Here in Arizona, there’s hamfests in Yuma, Tucson, Sierra Vista, Mesa, East Phoenix, Apache Junction, and Glendale locations. Along with the big regional July 4th weekend blast up in the Flagstaff high country.

The admission as a buyer is free to nominal, while sellers typically pay a ten dollar or so fee. Shows times are typically from before the sun goes up to just after noon. You’ll get the best genuine bargains at 5 am before any of the others spot the goodies. You also might pick up lots of junk for a song just before closing from sellers that have been issued an ultimatum to return alone and empty.

Or don’t bother coming back.

One complete listing of upcoming hamfests shows up right here every month in Nuts & Volts.

Your master directory is the ARRL Hamfest and Convention Calendar at www.arrl.org/hamfests.html Another useful hamfest calendar appears on the virtual hamfest website you’ll find at www.vhamfest.com They also offer commissioned online sales.

Alternatives to hamfests include computer swap meets or flea markets. Check your local surplus stores, clubs, shoppers, or bulletin boards to find out what is in your area.

Government & Military

At one time, the government and military sources offered outstanding surplus and auction bargains. These days, what remains isn’t all that great, and they are only the tiniest shadow of what they used to be. For years now, commercial gear has been far cheaper and better than military.

Two long term resellers of military electronic surplus are my favorite Fair Radio Sales for the smaller stuff, and Radio Research Instruments for whole radars and giant dishes.

The feds have dramatically cleaned up and improved their surplus web site. You can even place bids online. Find this one at www.drms.com or use the link on my Guru’s Lair website at www.tinaja.com/dntkwb01.html

Military surplus has recently gone storefront. Many of the army or air
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Electronic Surplus

There’s two obvious classifications for electronic surplus, namely retail and wholesale. On the retail side, the all time grand champion numero uno is American Science & Surplus. You’ll find many hundreds of ads for other suppliers right here in Nuts & Volts. Several I find personally interesting do include C&H Sales, Martin P. Jones, Herbach and Rademan, Timeline, and Halted Specialties.

Wholesale electronic surplus outfits advertise in Electronic Buyer’s News. The once superb listings in Electronic News seem to be long gone.

My own favorite industrial surplus mag is Industrial Marketplace. This one has lots of wholesale electronic and mechanical stuff in it. But note that there’s zero handholding or any lot splitting, and deals are almost always done “right now” by FAX. Their idea of long term is “outta here by lunch”.


Web Sites

Your best starting web site for these wholesale sources is xcess.com My favorite wholesale surplus dealer is Surplus Traders at www.73.com.

There are bunches of surplus and auction sites on the web, electronic and otherwise. Start with the NETIS Auctions on the Web site at www2.auctionweb.com/otherauc.htm for dozens of banners and hundreds of hot links.

There’s a Trans Network Associates site at www.t-na.com who claim to be your gateway to surplus, liquidation and closeout merchandise.

Lerner Enterprises is supposedly a high profile site that specializes in closeouts and overstocks. Their web site is www.salvage.net. One obvious competitor is Merchandise USA at, of all places, merchandiseusa.com.

Closeout salvage merchandise info is offered by www.freelyellow.com/members/captainblu/index.htm The TraderNet site up at idss.com/tradernet gives you buy-sell listings and hot sheets.

Schools

A lot of schools and community colleges are stupidly dropping their electronics programs. Several others are sharply scaling back on them. Or shifting into computer science from “hard” electronics. Some others are dumping early and ultimately highly Collectible Apple and Commodore computers for as little as one dollar.

As a result, you should find some incredible auction bargains around. If you dig deeply enough into remote enough locations. I’ve seen a $25,000 theater lighting system sell for $19.

What is ideal is if you are the only technical bidder remaining at the end of a lousy weather day at a remote and largely unpromoted auction site.

But do not get sucked into older printers and monitors. These largely have negative cash value due to their weight, storage bulk, repair, and the outrageous shipping costs.

Do watch out for innate locals who don’t have the faintest clue what an older computer is worth. And never bid a price beyond a genuine bargain. Ferinstance, the current street price on an Mac LC II is around $60 or so. I saw dozens of these systems get bid up to an astounding $270 with monitor. But I grabbed a entire monitorless pile of them for $6 each.

With Ethernet cards, even. Never pay more than fifty cents for a 286 computer. But do grab any and all “Black Apples” you can find.

The first method to find out about remote school auctions is to call them. Never pay more than fifty cents for a 286 computer. But do grab any and all “Black Apples” you can find.

The first method to find out about remote school auctions is to call them. Never pay more than fifty cents for a 286 computer. But do grab any and all “Black Apples” you can find.

The second is through your regional auction directories.

Large universities do tend to use both auctions and storefronts for their surplus property disposal. Unwanted items are initially offered to internal departments, then to nearby schools and nonprofit orgs, and finally to the general public.

I’ve found www.dist.maricopa.edu/surplus/index.html useful for access to Phoenix area community colleges.

This same site has links to surplus property disposal pages on our three universities, U of A, Tempe Normal, and NAU. Plus several links to local publications and auctioneers.
Chances are there’s a web page for each of your nearby schools that does pretty much the same thing.

"Closeout" Merchandise

Here’s the way those closeout drills usually work: Larger stores have all sorts of stuff left over they cannot sell, combined with customer returns, odd lots, shopworns, seasonals, damaged, remainders, and whatever. The stores and chains pay lean and mean salvage companies so much per truckload to haul all this junk off.

These salvage outfits remove the dregs, then categorize and repalletize all the remains. These skills are then resold, usually by the semi load.

It is super easy to let that salvage outfit’s better customers pick over the skids, leaving you with utter and total trash. Scams also abound, especially among low quality foreign imports.

And most especially online.

My nearest distress remerchandiser picks up a trailer or two of this stuff every six weeks or so. Although their storefront enterprise is more or less working, they are clearly not getting filthy rich in the process.

They do get some electronics, but much of it is marginal or specialized. Every once in a while, though, a real gem or two pops up.

You might want to ask your local distress remerchandiser when and if they get any electronics and how they dispose of it. Often, somebody else grabs it right off their truck. And, if they don’t have the foggiest notion what it is and if it is big enough and heavy enough, they just may offer it for “name your price” song.

Needless to say, you always carefully inspect the merchandise to be sure exactly what you are getting! And always make sure you have some reselling edge.

One of the big problems with the “greater fool” theory of marketing is that you may be it.

At any rate, a rather useful tabloid magazine here is Closeout News.

There are also national ASD/AMD conferences that are useful for lots of contacts in this field. Las Vegas and Atlantic City are two popular spots. They even have their own ASD/AMD Trade News. See the magazine for the exact show locations.

The International Closeout Directory, that US Closeout Directory, and that Factory Outlet Newsletter might also be of interest here.

There is a lot of closeout stuff on the web, but I don’t know of any good way to determine exactly who is legit and who might not be.

Let me know what you find.
Auction Houses

It also pays to get on the mailing and faxback lists of auction houses which either specialize in electronics and computers or at least sometimes get around to offering it.

The best bargains in test gear in the world appears to come from Bentley Auctioneers at www.bentleysauction.com. Seems they've got the inside dibs on Los Alamos Laboratories and similar New Mexico federal sites. One nearby auctioneer who seems to offer a lot of Intel plant gear on a monthly basis is B & B Auctions in Phoenix.

Naturally, you'll want to gather in a list of your own favorites.

Always be nice to any auctioneer and make life as easy as you can for them. In turn, they may watch out for you on stuff you are interested in, and sometimes might split out or combine lots for you or shift auction times, or whatever. Auctioneers can sometimes use a little input in identifying some strange piece of tech gear. But only do so very low key and when and where obviously appropriate.

Do remember that the auctioneer’s goal is to maximize seller profits. Hence the hype and fervor.

For More Help

I have got my own little Synergetics Surplus bargain operation running at www.tinaja.com/barg01.html. Some test gear, some telephone accessories, and lots of Apple collectibles mostly. Even some remote rural land.

Nearly all of the referenced url’s in this Resource Bin are hot linked in the online version you should be able to find at www.tinaja.com/resbn01.html.

More on creating your own tech venture in my Incredible Secret Money Machine II, per my nearby Synergetics ad. Some extra help on pretty near anything involving electronic surplus or test gear can be found by way of my www.tinaja.com/info01.html.

This Month’s Contests

For our contests this month, just tell me about any auction directory, any auction house, a school, or a military site providing useful electronics or any computer bargains that I do not already know about. I feel I might be missing a top secret insider wholesale electronic surplus directory or two. And there’s bound to be dozens if not hundreds of local computer-oriented shoppers and such.

Or else tell me your favorite little known regional electronic reseller or computer swap meet.

There should be a largish pile of my new Incredible Secret Money Machine II books going to the dozen or so better entries, plus an all-expense-paid (FOB Thatcher, AZ) tinaja quest for two that will go to the very best of all.

Send all your written entries to me here at Synergetics, rather than to Nuts & Volts editorial.

Let’s hear from you. ♦

---

Microcomputer pioneer and guru Don Lancaster is the author of 35 books and countless tech articles. Don maintains his no-charge US tech helpline found at (520) 428-4073, besides offering all of his own books, reprints, and consulting services. Don also offers a free catalog full of his unique products and resource secrets. The best calling times are 8-5 on weekdays, Mountain Standard Time.

Don is the sysop of his Guru’s Lair you’ll find at http://www.tinaja.com. Full reprints and preprints of all Don’s columns and ongoing tech support appear here. You can reach Don at Synergetics, Box 809, Thatcher, AZ 85552. Or send any messages to his US Internet address of don@tinaja.com.

---

PLEASE CLICK HERE TO...

- Get a Synergetics catalog
- Send Don Lancaster email
- Start your tech venture
- Pick up surplus bargains
- Sponsor a display banner
- Find out what a tinaja is
- Find research solutions
- View recommended books